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ON THE SAINT VENANT PROBLEM FOR A NONHOMOGENEOUS
ELASTIC MATERIAL*

BY

R. D. SCHILE and R. L. SIERAKOWSKI
United Aircraft Corporation, East Hartford, Connecticut

Summary. The problem considered is the deformation of a cylindrical or prismatical
bar, loaded by forces and moments applied at the ends, in which the elastic "constants"
are arbitrary functions of two variables. The solution is formulated in terms of the six
Beltrami stress functions and it is shown that two of these are sufficient to satisfy
both compatibility and the boundary conditions.

When the variation of the elastic functions is uniformly small, and iterative method
may be applied which yields the homogeneous elastic solution as a first approximation.

1. Introduction. In recent years there have appeared in the literature a small
but steadily increasing number of papers concerned with the elasticity and plasticity
of nonhomogeneous materials. Most of the problems considered have involved certain
similifying assumptions of which may be mentioned the following:

a. One of the elastic functions, usually v (Poisson's ratio) is assumed to be constant.
b. A particular type of inhomogeneity is assumed in order to simplify the equations.
c. Assumption of plane stress, plane strain or symmetry is made.
d. Assumptions regarding the vanishing of certain stresses are made and the elastic

functions required to ensure compatibility are then determined.

For problems in which the boundary conditions are given in terms of the stresses, a
general three-dimensional stress function theory has not been formulated.

The initial phases of the attack on the Saint Venant problem have already appeared
in the literature. The torsion problem [1] has been formulated in terms of a single stress
function assuming that both the shear modulus and Poisson's ratio are arbitrary func-
tions of two variables. The shear modulus, however, is the only function influencing
the determination of the stresses. The problem of bending of a prismatical bar [2] has
been considered but restricted to the case v = constant. The stresses are again given
in terms of a single stress function and the governing differential equation is of the same
form as for the torsion function. For variable v it is apparent that the usual assumption
that the transverse normal stresses vanish is invalid and the complete solution of this
problem must therefore be based on a completely three-dimensional analysis.

The usual approach to three-dimensional problems in ordinary elasticity in which
the surface tractions are specified is to write the stresses in terms of either the three
Maxwell or the three Morera stress functions. The success of this method depends on
the fact that the six compatibility equations, when written in terms of the stress functions,
are reducible to three equations, subject only to the omission of certain additive func-
tions [3], which do not affect the stresses. For a nonhomogeneous material, this reduction
does not appear to be possible and one is forced to use the six Beltrami (Maxwell-Morera)
functions.
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2. Three-dimensional stress functions. The compatibility equations in terms of
the stresses for an isotropic, nonhomogeneous body are

,dx2 + dy'J
QO

.1 + V.
- gVV2 - (<7X + a.) - (o-„ + <r.)

a2 r <70 1 , , d2g d2g d2g
dy dz LI + VJ + °V Tyz + dx2 Tyc dx dy T" dx dz Txv

d2g ( , s , dg ( dryz drxz drxy\
~didz{a* + CT>) + dx\2^~~di~ ~te}

+ |(t-|E) + ̂ fe-g1) = 0' <lb>
where g(x, y, z) = [G(x, y, z)]-1, v = v{x, y, z), 6 = <rx + <ry + az . Two more equations
of the form (la) and two of the form (lb) are obtained by cyclic permutation of the
variables x, y, z. By adding together all three equations of the type (la), we obtain

V2 (f+r) ge\= !? ^ + ^ ^ + ^(ffcrz)dy' dz'
a2 a2

(2)+ 2Ldhy + dh~z + d^fz (9T
The equilibrium equations are identically satisfied if the stresses are written in

terms of the six Beltrami functions:

<rx = B1Z + C„ — 2 Lyz, txv = — Cxv + (Lx + My — Nz)z,

= Cxx + Azz — 2MXZ, txz = —Bxz + (N z + Lx — My)y, (3)

"t — Ayy + Bxx — 2 NXy, Tyz = ~Ay, "f" ̂ 4" N, ~ L „
The subscripts on A, B, C, L, M, N denote partial derivatives. Substitution of Eq. (3)
into the compatibility equations yields six equations in the six unknown stress functions.
The resulting equations will not be written out as they are very lengthy. It is clear,
however, that the presence of the terms involving derivatives of g precludes the possibility
of reducing this set of equations to a set of three equations in three unknowns, as is
done in the classical case.

One may logically attempt such a reduction in the case g = constant, v — v(x, y, z).
Taking L = M = N = 0, we find

V2A = V2B = V2C = —7— (4)1 + v

For the problem at hand, it will be more convenient to take the compatibility equa-
tions in the form

£ <W + £ <w - (£ + |,)fe.) - 2 £ <*J, (5a)
■III di ~ dydz (l + V ') " ~ S? + i)x fJy + ils ,lz <5b)
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Two additional equations of the form (5a) and two of the form (5b) are obtained by
cyclic permutation of the variables x, y, z.

3. The Saint Venant problem. Consider the problem of a cylindrical bar, loaded
by forces and moments applied at the ends, in which G = G(y, z), v = v(y, z), the vari-
ables y, z being the coordinates in the plane of the cross section. The cylindrical boundary
is to be free of tractions. We shall tentatively assume that the stress functions of Eq. (3)
may be expanded into power series in x and we shall retain only the first two terms.

A = A°(y, z) + xA'(y, z),

N = N°(y, z) + xN'(y, z), (6)

d = 6\y, z) + x6'(y, z),

<?x = <r°x(y, z) + x<x'x(y, z).

We substitute Eqs. (3) and (6) into Eqs. (5a) and (5b) and equate the coefficients
of like powers of x.

Consider first the terms linear in x. The first, third and fourth of the compatibility
equations yield

a>. = tf(fc + p2y + ft*) + pVW, (7)
where the @'s are constants, E is Young's modulus and Vf = d2/dy2 + d2/dz2. From
the second compatibility equation we have, making use of Eq. (7),

^ (<jA'„) + (jgA'„) + 2 (gA'vz) - V|(j»VM') = VlPKfc + fty + Ml (8)

Finally, from the last two compatibility equations, we find

I; ̂  ^ = 7'
where 4>' = N'„ — M'v, and 7 is a constant.

A similar accounting of the terms independent of x produces the following equations:

&i + a2y + a3z + ^yz- f g4>'. dyj + »V|i° - 2v(M', + N'v), (10)

where , a2, «3 are constants,

(gA°„) + 2 (gAl) - Vl(fifVU°)

trl = E

= vi 2v(a1 + a2y + a3z + ~yz — J g<f>', dy) J

+ 2 ^ (gN$ + 2 (gM',) + 2 ~ [g(M'v + N',)] - 2W\[gv(M'. + N'v)]. (11)

d_
dy (#°) + ^ (#°)J = [2v(Pi + ft# + ftz)]

- I l,(A'„ - - %MJ -%[%Wi - - I(»(£; - c;»] (12)
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In view of the fact that <rx is found directly, there is no need for all three stress functions
B, C, L and we may take B = L = 0, deleting these terms from Eq. (12).

The boundary conditions must be such that the cylindrical boundary is free of trac-
tions. In addition, at any section x = constant, the resultant axial load, two bending
moments, twisting moment and two shear forces are specified. Since the solution con-
tains 6 contants • • • ft it would seem that the constant y appearing in Eq. (9) is
not needed and we shall assume 7 = 0. The solution may then be further specialized
by taking M' = N' = </>' = 0. Equations (7) through (12) then appear in the simplified
form

<rx = E[(a! + fiiX) + (a2 + ftx)?/ + (a3 + /33x)z] + v'ViA, (13a)

(g A J + £ (^») + 2 ̂  (OA..) ~

Vf[2i/((a1 + Pix) + (a2 + ft-t)?/ + (<*3 + fi3x)z)], (13b)

d_
dy = | [2„(ft + f32y + Ml

- ~ [t(x:. - -VUO] - fy (,gAU) - [s / dy. (13c)

Note that the separate equations for <r° , and A0, A' have been incorporated into
single equations. The remaining stresses are determined from the relations

(7, = A.., (T, = Ayy

TXU j* <JX dy (f)z} TXZ (f)yy TyZ A y g ,

It will be of interest to examine several special cases of this solution.
(a) The case v = constant. The right-hand side of Eq. (13b) vanishes and we may

then take A° = A' = 0. The remaining equation for the stress function <j>° may then
be integrated with respect to y.

d_
dy (fi«t>l) + (#°) = 2v&y + j(z) - / E% + &y + Psz) dy

where f(z) is an arbitrary function. The stresses are completely determined by this
equation, the solution being

<rx = E[(a! + ftx) + (a 2 + 0 3x)y + (a3 + /3 3x)z\,

Vz = T„, = 0,' V — w z — ' V z

TXy = 3i + ftz) f E dy - p2 J yE dy — <f>° ,
Txz = <t>y

This solution coincides esssentially with that given by Schile [2],
(b) Pure torsion. Let us suppose that A = 0 and a1 = • • • = ft = 0 then Eqs. (13a)

and (13b) are satisfied and (13c) becomes
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The stresses are

TXy Tx3 </>y, (Tx = (Xy — <TZ = Tyz 0.

(c) Simple tension. If we take ft = ft = ft = 0 in Eqs. (13a)-(13c), we obtain

a°x — E[a! + a2y + a3z] + vViA", a'x = 0, A' = 0,

£-2 (gAl) + £, (gAl) + 2 (gAl) - v!(^v!l°)

= Vi [2i'(a1 + a21J + a3z)],

dy + Bz = '

If j(z) = 0, then <f>" = 0 and the shearing stresses tx„ , tx1 are both zero. It can be seen
that we require a non-trivial solution for A° and therefore the stresses av , <r, , ryt do
not vanish. These stresses exist because of the lateral constraint introduced by the
varying v and they vanish when v is a constant.

(d) Pure bending. This case is exactly the same as for simple tension. The three
constants , a2, a3 are determined from the relations

f <7° dS = 0, f yax dS = M, [ za°x dS = 0,
J s J S J s

while for simple tension, these conditions are given in the form

[ cr° dS = T, [ yo-l dS = 0, f z<r°x dS = 0.
Js Js Js

The same remarks concerning the lateral constraint stresses apply here also.
It should be pointed out that in pure bending, is not necessarily zero and in simple

tension, a2, a3 are not necessarily zero so that tension and pure bending are, in general,
coupled. Similarly, bending by a transverse load is coupled with both tension and torsion.

(e) Plane stress—Bar of narrow section. If we require <rz , r„ , tvi to vanish, A and
cp° must be identically zero. The constant ft is not necessary and we may set this equal
to zero also. Equations (13a)-(13d) are then reduced to

<rx = E[(pc! + ^x) + (a2 + @2x)i/],

<tv = 0,

— J E(ft + y) dy + const,

Vi [2r((ai + PiX) + (a 2 + P2x)y)] = 0,

where E = E{y), v = v(y).

The last of the above relations constitutes an incompatibility which is satisfied
only when v(y) is appropriately restricted. This, of course, agrees with the well-known
fact that the plane stress state in the classical theory (g, v constant) does not satisfy
the compatibility equations exactly. If we ignore the equation involving v, the stresses
given above agree exactly with the known solution for a thin bar with an end load [4],
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The above incompatibility may be obtained in a more recognizable form if we
consider a different interpretation of the solution given by Eqs. (13a)-(13d). Let y, z
be the coordinates in the plane of a thin plate and x be the coordinate normal to the
plate. As before, g = g(y, z), v — v(y, z). We now attempt to specialize Eqs. (13) in
order to obtain a state of plane stress, ax = txv = txz = 0. Let all six constants al} ••• (3a
vanish. Also, let A' = 0. Then <t'x = 0 and we may take a particular solution of Eq.
(13c) as <t>° = 0. Remaining are

<Jt = A", (Ty = A°„, a, = A°yy, tvz ' —Al,,

^2 (gA°J + £2 (,gAl) + 2 ~-z (gAl) - Vl^VU") = 0.
The normal stress <jx does not vanish unless A0 is harmonic, which is the same incompati-
bility that arises in the classic case. The identical result may also be obtained from
Eqs. (7) through (12) by the following substitutions:

«i = . • • = ft = 0, A° = A' = 0, M° = N° = 0
B = C = L = 0, <j>' = N', - Ml = 0, (-2N' = ft, - 2M' = tf).

The same relations are obtained except with A" replaced by \p'.
4. Solution of the equations. Equations (13b) and (13c) constitute a set of two

partial differential equations with variable coefficients. If g and v are arbitrary functions,
it is impossible to establish any general results concerning the character of the solutions.

When g and v are constants these equations are reduced respectively to the biharmonic
equation and the membrane equation. Since the solutions of these equations are known,
it is logical to attempt to reduce the nonhomogeneous case to a succession of homogeneous
elasticity problems. The perturbation procedure used to accomplish this end is well-
known and has been used extensively to obtain approximate solutions of problems
in other areas. We assume

G = (?o(l + e\(y,z)), v = p0(l + en(y,z)), (14)

where \(y, z), n(y, z) are arbitrary functions; G0) "o are constants and e is a small param-
eter. Substituting Eq. (14) into Eqs. (13b) and (13c), we obtain

(1 - vjViA - 6 d2 , v , d2 „ t s , „ d2
ldy2 (XA J + (\A„) + 2 ̂  (X4„) + c0V?[(X - A VM]]

+ 0(e2) = 2tG0v0y\72i [m((«i + fiiX) + (a 2 + ^2^)y + (a3 + 03x)z)] (15a)

d yji.o d— V i<£ — e —dy dy ^)+|(X^) = 2Voga - (i - f„)vM' - oz

+ t^2vaG0 — [m(^i + &y + &z)] + + foGu ~ h)ViA']

+ ^ (X^:,) + [x / dy (15b)

Since the stress function A determines only the constraint stresses and since these
stresses vanish when e = 0, we may assume that A = 0(e). Then

<t>° = + *X° + 0(e2),

A = A" + A'x = £(0° + Q'x) + 0(e2). (16)
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Using Eqs. (15) and (16), we find

fry V^° = ~ £ + 2v"GA' (17a)

i. V72 O _
dy VlX dy - (1 - v0)VlQ'.

d r „ , „ S1 , d2+ JW?o ̂  M + ftjz)] + 5^5^ dy (17b)
v* w L " -J

(1 — ^o)VjO = 2G0v0Vi2[ju((ai + /S^) + (a2 + p2x)y + (a3 + PaX)z)], (17c)

where

c*° = JB0C81 + &2y + ftz),

<r" = (2Gr0i'o(^ + m) + 2G0X)(^i + + ftz) + coV?0',

E0 = 2(?0(1 + ^o)-

Terms involving higher powers of e may be retained if desired, but the essential features
of the solution are given by the initial terms. It is apparent that, in addition to the
assumption that e is small, we must also require that the quantities x° and 0 be every-
where small. The derivatives of A and jn must therefore not be too large throughout the
considered region.

5. Concluding remarks. We have shown that the state of stress in a bar with planar
inhomogeneity has a three-dimensional character, even in the state of simple tension.
The constraint stresses exist because of the variable Poisson contraction and disappear
when v is a constant.

The use of the Beltrami functions offers a general approach to the solution of problems
in three-dimensional nonhomogeneous elasticity. It would seem that, in the case v =
constant, a reduction in the number of stress functions from six to three should be
possible, similar to that derived herein for the case G = constant. This expectation has,
however, not yet been proven.
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